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. .
Introduction: Characteristics of the Decade

.

I present here an Overview.of some of the impOrtant developments ,
.. ,.

in the psychology and teaching of reading'during the past 10 ;ears ,

. tv5uc4-has haPpene4 in the field climpg the decadeprobably more
than inthe preceding 50 years; The task of selecting the develop-

ments has not been an easy one. It became possible only when I ac-

cepted the fact that it-hacho be a personal selectionone individ-
ual's story. But, it is also based o.) my:participation during these 10

. years in many activities related to 'readingon nadonal advisory

committees, in research planning grops, and in professional com-

mitments. .

, ' I try to capture the essence of the decadethe major happenings
and changes from "'57 to 1977. What contributed to these changes?

What were the results of these changes.? Understanding these devel-

opments, I assume, can help us make more rational decisions in the'
- ,

present and future. , '
, Fur developments are so characteristic of the decade that they

will lie presented first. e .

Readtng and the social conscience.The event of greatest im-

pot ance, and the one that set the tone:for the decade, Was a 1969 ad-

dres by James F. Allen, U4 cotnmisSioner of education. In it, he

proclaimed the "right to ead" for 2veiy mart, woman, and child He

said, in essence, that read g is the very, life of the individualand of

the society. He noted that TOr mere then a quarter of our population

who read poorly'or not at all, "the whole world of knowledge and

inspiration available through the pcinted word had never been

opened. .. . These-individuals have been denied a righta right at
fundamental- as the right, to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness- --the right to read" (Allen, -196?1.*
? ..,i,-

'The fomplate cqation for references sho)kn in parentheses in the tep can be found

in an alphabetical pst (by authors) in-the last pages of this fastback

*



conscience now called'ior a high level of literacy for

all, not mere ability to read simple sentences. It recognized that

`knowledge and inspiration cannot be-won from the minimal literacy

of a fourth-grade reading level. Indeed, the NatiOhal Academy of

--- .Education's Reading Committee, formed at Allen's request, recom-

mended a twelfth-grade loved pf literacyforall adults"roughly, the
.abilit5elo read With underStanding nearly all the material printbd in a

' magazine like NeWsweek" (Carroll and Chall, '1975, p. 8).

Me low levelsi,c4 reading ability that aroused the concern of

Allen and otherItitional leaders were more than confirmed by major

surveys. For,otample, The first large-scale national survey of s,chool

achievement, reported in 166 by Jame3 Coleman and associates,

found great discrepancies in reading achievement among children

and young people who had completed the same number of years of

schooling. The. lowest achievers at all ages, particularly among
twelfth-graders, were children from minority groups, bilinguals, and

, r children from a low socioeconomic background (Coleman, 1966)

f he Harris survey (,1970) ofthe ability of atross section of adults to

read material important in coping with everyday iprOloolems (e g ,

driver's licenses, Medicare applications, etc.) indicate a titt large
numbers jerformed poorly. Facility in this kind 'Of readirm, was rela-

ted to the numberot years of school completed and. to socioeco-

nomic status. -
A ,study of reading Compreh nsion in 15 countries (Thorndike,

1973) found essentially the 5,1tne relationships. There was wide varia-

tion in ability at,each age level, which tends :o Ife associated WW1,

family background within natiohs and with the nation,',s level of

weal h. T us the avenge reading' achievement Zff children and

,you g peo in the developing countries was considerably below

4i *tha of the veloped countries.
The most recent evidence on the centrality of reading in educa-

tional achievement w4 found by- Benjamin, Bloom (1976). He

showed that failure to Lam to read by the end of grade 1 is predictive

later failurp-. A child's-grde 6 reading score predicts rattier accu-

ratety his achievement in high school and even whether he'will enter

college, .

it is thus fitting that government poverty programs include the'

improvment of literacy as onebi 'their goals, as do the Title I (Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965), Office of Economic. O

6
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,Opportunity Adult Basic Education, and the Rigito-Read pro -

zgrans.
The importance of reading for the'development of the individual

continues to be strongly supported by the public. Support is appar:,

ent, for instance, in the back-to-basics movement And the move- '

,pent for black youth led b the Reverend Jessie Jackson. There is

also a new interest in literacy among cross - cultural cognitive psy-

' chologists who are studying theeffects of literacy on the cognitive

development of Africans who have never attended school (Olson,

1975):
Ten years ago there wer6 comments by some intellectuals that;

.=literacy was perhaps overrated and that the electronic media could

'be a good substitute for print. Others were t oncerneAthat universal

literacy might lead to acceptanceof "establishment ways." Curr.ntly

there is'a greater faith in the,importance of reading. Indeed, the gen-

eral belief is that a minimum competence in-reading is necessary for

high scilool,gratates..cene Maeroff reported in the March 13,

1977,.New York Times that seven states have recently mandated min-

imal competence in reading as a prerequisite for higb school,gradua-

tion. It is significant that this development foltoWs a series of lawsuits

brought against school systems by parents of high,school graduates,

who were barely literate after 12 year of schooling ,(Chall, 1976).

2. Growth in reading research. Another characteristic of the

decade is the great growth i,'t basic and applied reading research

furkled by government agencies and private foundations. This re-

search has been conducted by scientists from many disciplines, i e.,

psychologists, linguists, psycholinguists, computer scientists, read-

ligs, and n rologists.

Tie erioci was 31so characterized by growth in the number of

Mattidis iplinart teams for L research and the development of

reading programs. One of the earliest of the teams of scientists who

stimulat basic reading- research was formed in the early sixties at

Cornell' tiiireisitywith funds from the Office of Education. The most r

recent is the Center for Research ,in Reading at thb University of

Illinois, founded in 197,6 r%ith funds from the National Institute 6f

.EduFation.
During the debde reading research became "big s,cience4" The

typical research project Was no longer carried out by a college pro-

fessor with the assistance of one Or more of his 5rakluate students

7 6
.. ,e.
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Nar.wasit done by a reading specialiseir3,1 school with the help of a

fOsf\%-teachers. research projects Were typieally undertaken with the

suPPOit of government grants and were eirVed out by a groupof iri-

,,lieStigators. The,curritulum projects were usually carried out in uni-
, versityalfiliated research and developmev centers, some of which

. had faily perxnanent staffs.Toward the er4 of the decade, more cur-

4iculurd development projects were condutted by educational con-

sulting firms not directly connected with,a university.

3. Increaser interdisciplinary advisory committees The period

from 1967 to 1977 was also characterized by many interdisciplinary
committeesAiat advised on the solution of the nit:on-al leading

problem.) mention-only a few: the cretary of HEW'' National Ad-

:- visory Committee;on Dyslexia and Oleated Reading Disorders, which

prepared a report, Reading Disorders in the United Stater(1969), on

prdVentirig,. treating, and studying the problem of readinglailure:

fhb itcading Committee of 114...-N,ational Academy of Education,

which' prepared a report, Toward aLitvate Society (1975), that pre-

sented a diagnosis of the literacy problem, gUidelines for solving it,

-and position papers commissioned
byihe committee; and the Study

. Group on Lingrnstic Communication to the National Instipte of Eclu-

eatidn, whose report,, Linguistic Communication: Peripect:ves 'for '
. Research; was published in' 1973.

4, Growth.in the Professions of Reading.1 he 1967-77 decade was

also characterized by growth in the number of profekional groups

. concerned wilh. reading. The International Reading Association

more than ddubledto 70,000-6tararig,the decade. The AssOciatfon

for Children with Learning Disabilities, establi;hed in the 1960s, also

grew at a great pace, as did the Orton Society and the National Coun-
.

cil of Teachers of English.
Protessionalization of reatiing is also "en in the increase in'num-

bers of graduate programs in leadim In 1973 approximately u6 uni-

, versitf2soffered the doctor's degree and nearly 200 offered master's

degrees in reading (Wanat. 1973).

. .

flow to some of the issues that were studied, discussed, and de-

bated dulinc the decade. It should be remembered that these issues

were debated against a background of growing commitolent to pro-
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vide literacy for allthe poor, the bilingual, the learning disabled
,s aildAgainst a background If research, national adv isory corn-

crnittees,,ancr grpwing prgfessional strength.
it is not surrfrising, therefore, that the debates and the changes of

thet.pa.st decade have involved the most fundamental issues in read-
. ing, when to start the teaching,of reading, hove to teach the begin-

ner concern for mature reading, reading and learning disability,
early prediction and intervention,. testing and evaluation., readabil-
ity .measurement,, and environmental factors related to reading
dOelopment.

O



ijow To Teach the Beginner

Ten years 'ago one of, the major coAcerris of. teachers, adminis-
trators, textbook publishers, and parents was how best to start the
child on reading..

The prevailing view on beginning ocading methofls in 1967 was to
start by teaching whole words, emphasiiing-reading for meaning
from the start. Phonics and other word analysk skills, were to be in
Itroduc.ed later and slowly. Throughout the elementary grades, a con-
trolled, high-frequency vocabularyiwas to be used (Chan, 1967).

This approach, classified as a meaning emphasis.(Clall, 1967),
assumed that there is no fundamental distinction between the read-
ing processes of the beginner and the mature reader. In essence, i*
proposed only one reading prdcesstthe mature one..

In the middle 1960s there as a perceptiblebut slow movement
away from a meaning emphasis to a code emphasisone that put an
earlier and heavier emphasis on the relationship between sounds
and letters (Chall, 1967). By the late 1960s and early 1970s the trend
was definitely in the direction of code emphasis. By the middle 1970s
most of the published beginning reading programs had a code em-
phasIs (Popp, 1975). Even thOse that were classified as meaning em-
phalis had earlier and heavier decoding programs in the first grade
an emphasis on phonics found only in the strongeskl.;.ode-emphasis
programs of the early 1906.

What brought about this change? No doubt it was along and
growing discontent with the results achieved by existing` methods.
There was also research support for the change. Learning To Read.
The Great Debate (Ghall, 1967), by synthesizing the relevant i search
on beginning reading (from 1910 to 1965) and by analyzing the major
reading programs, pro3ided the facts needed fur Discussion and de-
cision. The conclusion that the evidence was stronger for a code em-

10 9
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Ahasis than for a,Meaning emphasis seems to have had a substantial

effect on the pOlished reading programs that followed, on methods

textbooks, andon research c. 1977, in press).

Other support for code emphasis in beginning reading programs

-came from the 27 USOE firsigraae cooperative studies coordinated
by G. J.'. Bond and R. Dykstra (1%6). This research showed that chil-

dren using first- grade, basal reading programs with a supplementary,
phonics progam dild,betterthan those with a basal re-ding program

alone. I=
Alrncsst universal acceptance of a Code-emphasis approach to

beginning reading is found by the end of the decade in the'heavier
decoding programs of the published basal reading series and in the

profit:kin of kits, games, devices, multimedia materials, ard work-
books for.decoding. Indeed, perusal of recent issues of The Reading
Teacher (December, 1976, and January, 1W7), reveals a sizable num-

ber of ads for decoding matoriab Slid a conside? able number of re-

views of instructional materials for decoding programs.
Other evidence of the acceptance of decoding as i beginning.

reading goal can be fouQd in the add1Lon, in the ea. ly 1970s,Of sepa-

rate subtests on decodinaioften calied'word anelysisword study)

for the lower grades in two of the major standardized reading tests

"Sesame Street" and The Electric Company" gave further reir
forcement to decoding skills as an essential in beginning reading

lhons-of children who viewed these programs on 1V had firsthand

experience in learning to decode' is an early step in learning to read

(Gibbotr et al.,1975). -
$ome ininority opinions are being voiced about the place of de-

coding in beginning reading. Among these are tiike writings of Flank

Smith (1971) and of kenneth Goodman (1974). ifo-th take the tiro-

s recital position that there is but one reading processa mature pro-
cess. They do not distinguish beginning from later reading: For them,
reading is "'or meaning" from the very beginning. They claimilthat

early teaching of letters andkounds can distract the child from Oek-

wig and achieving meaning f o'n reading. This theoretical vi¢w of
reading is similar to the meani..g- emphasis view of W.5 Gray that

was predominant from thitiii1920s to the 1960s in the major basal read-

ing programs.
1 The theoretical vie& of reading prOposed by those preferridg a

code-emphasis beginning is that reading is essentially differenf at th'e

1110
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beginning ang at the more matui e levels. It changes qualitatively as

the reader progresses, At .he begiiinile: the major task is learning

the relation between the sounds andthe Igtters,in wor-ds Later, read"-

ihg becomes increasingly based on the acquisition of meaning and
,

on interpretation.
What is thdeyidence today on these two theoretical views of se-

ginning reading? 4 recent review of, the relevant researchpver a 60-
kOr, period by Dykstra 0974) concludes that code emphasis is more
effective than meaning emphasis and brings most chldren to inde-

pendeke sooner.
Indirect evidence that code emphasis is pip ably more effective

than meanin emphasis for beginning i-eaAng comes from the re-
cent'corapailsons between reading achievement of children today \c .
with those oft five or 10 years ago. All ( -nparisons of reading
achievement at grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 seem to indicate that the chil-

dren of today are ahead of those of_five and 10 rears ago Although

factors other than method may havp contributed to the improvkl re-

. suits, a tenable hypothesis might well be that the stronger decoding
programs introduced in thelate 1960s and early 1970s, together with
other changes brought about by them, such as heavier yoqliulary
loads,-more di, icult stories, oc., made possible.theearlier develop

ment Of reading skills (Chall, 197b). .

, There 'are other rumtkings of discontpnt. Some comes I think,

from too diligent an application of decsiding procedures in the total

reading program. In their enthusiasm, many autors, publishei; and
teachers may be extending he decoding pr sctice too far and stu-

dents may be spending too much time On it. This may be so both for

the highly programmed decoding material and for the teacher-
made exercises. Thus stones and books, the true v ehides for reping

. for meaning, may be neglected ip the zeal for mastery of decOding

Moderation here, as in all of life. should be valued That'it is easy to

overdo the decoding and thereby build up td a strong reaction was

anticipated in The Great Di.bate: -
..

I recommend a code emphasis only as a hegaung reading method'

-. . .. I do not recommend ignoring reading-foe-mt,aning practice(
., Some] are already misinterpreting the evidence. They are developing
decoding exercises for upper elementary and high school pupils, erro-
neously assuming,that if this approach is good at the.beginning, it is also

good later cin. .. If pupitt can already do this, the teachers and the au-
It 4
11 1...
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,
Abors and publishers who give them decoding exercises are building

., / another kind of siperstructure that is bound to produce another rear-
/ lion. If they coo, ue. we will be confronted in 10 or 20 years witl-, an-

, .. other best seller. V by Robert Can't Read. The culprit in this angryhook
will be the "prevailing" linguistic, systematic- phonics. or modified al-
phabet approachwhichever happens to "win out' now Th: sugges
ted cure wilt be a "natttrdl" approachone that leaches whole words
and emphasizes Leading for meaning and appreciation at the very be-

ginhitig 1Chall, 1967, pp. 307, 3081.

sc
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WhertTo Start

, ,

I heories about when t is best to start teaching reading have also
gone through an almos complete re.versal in the past 10 years. In
1967 the-prevailing view was. The later the start, the better. Most

i
theories of wading emphasized the need for reading readiness, i.e.;
practice of preparatory s ills before formal reading instruction is be-/'s
guip. Indeed, most met .ods textbooks listed lack of reading readi-
ness as a major cause o reading failure. Since the early 1970s the-pre-
vailing view has chap ed. Now it is. The earlier the start, the better.

&Strong movemeht for early instruction in general and For early.
reading instruction, in particular began around the early 1960s.
,Among the first prctionents of early reading were follow ers of Mon-
lessori, some supporters of head Start, and a growing number of
parents who sought high academic achievement For their children.

Strong corifirMatibn for an early start came alki from the research
on early readers by D. Durkin (1966 and 1974-75). A follow-up of the
subsequent achievement of the early starter;those who read be-
fore, they entered first grade Found that the early starters were still
ahead of their controls at grade 3 and grade 6.14. He all readers
Seemed to benefit,, the advantages of early reading were relatively
stronger For those Whose IQs were closest .o normal. 7

Another strong impetus For an early start came From the enor-
mously successful TV shows "Sesame Street" and "The Electric Com-
pany," which started in the late ;ivies and early seventies. It would
seem that when parent) and teachers saw their preschoolers learning
to read from these shows, with no obvious harmful effects, they
Could hot continue to hold the view that the later the reading start,
the better. These shows gave popolar,legitimacy to early reading.
Thus, for several years now, it has become common practice in pub-

,.
114 .13
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,lic,schOolsio.teach a little reading in kindergarten: letter names,

'consonant sounds, some sight words, and a preprimer or twoand a

liftleAttriting also: the clias name, letters, etc. Ten years ago this

- Would have been considg&thad professional practice..
ItelatedAo the issue of when to start are these: Where should

reading be.taught? Who should teach it? Here, too, there have been

reversalsln professional consensus in the past 10 years. lh 1967 the

convent:onal wisdom was that a child learns to read best from a pro-

4essional teacher in school. Indeed, much of the educational litera-

ture and the popular Russ autioned against parents teaching their

children t6 read.. _

1
During the decade there has been a great change in these views.

Parents.as 4eachers of their young children have become accepted

1 again; the classroom has been extended to the home; antfihe para-

1
professional has been brought into the classroom. Miny more'par-

1 ents today are teaching their children to read at ci'me. Their instruc-

tion is based either on their own knowledge of the advice found

in books now available for that purpose and/on published kits, cards,

1 workbooks, and multimedia devices. /
An extremely informative review f the history and researth on

teaching young children.to read at, om as well as a gilicie to par-

.
ents.(5methurst, 1975), found practically Mvvidence that such early

,earning had negative effects. hideed, the research, as well as the

,. many reports and testimonials:seemed to indicate that early read-

ing had a beneficial effect on the child's reading, general achieve-

ment, and mental development.
The present general consensus that an early start is to be pre-

ferred is not. going Unquestioned, however. Among those who

doubt its valtie are yiagetian psychologists. H. G. Furth - (1974),

for example, opposes an early start in reading because, he Says, it may

be detrimental to cognitive growth. D. Elkind (1965), too, believes

that many children have not reached the cognitive development re-

quired for learning to read when they reach grade 1.

Thus there appear to be some differences of opinion as to the

value of an early start. Those who now call forp later start offer as evi-

dence a particular theory, primarily that of Piaget. Practically no em-

' pirical or tested evidence is offered along with the theory. Indeed,

ff the available tested eviderice, although limited, continues to be

(stronger for 'an earlier than for a later start.

1i
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i Concern" for Mature Reading

iit the beginning of the decade the emphasis in reading :- ',search

ana in.curticulument was on early reading In the late

1960s there,were calls for studying mature reading ()enkinson, 1969:

;Chan, 1969; Simons, 1971), and increasing attention was paid to the

study of Later reading skills, particularly to reading comprehension in

the middle !grades and beyond.
The growing Concern for mature reading and for reading com-

prehension is symbotiled by the reprinting ofNE. I. Thorriclike's'

cIa4tc article 611917, "Reading as Reasoning," in a 1971 issue of the

.Reading Research Quarterly, the NIE-sponsored conference on

language and reading (1973), and establishment of the NIE-funded

Center for Research in Reading at the University of Illinois (1976).

Why is the focus of reading research shifting from early to more

mature reading? I suggest that ;t comes as much from success as from

failure. The research and development on early reading did produce.

better results, which brought into clearer focus the failures at the

:later levels.Grcater retention of high school students and higher

Vroportiorwentenng college increased the numbers who were read-

ing poorly at these higher levels. It also stems, no doubt, from the fact

that the reading task changes.substantialry' as the student grows

older. At first the major task is decoding (relating sounds to letters

/ and wqrds whose meanings are already known); at the middle grade

I/ levels-and higher the major task is to read for information, meaning.

i aInd pleasure materials that go beyond the reader's immediate

k'nowledge and linguistic development.

Reading Comprehension: General or Specific

it I Probably the most fat-reaching theoretical question'on reading

cimpreherlsion is whether it is a general skill or ability or whether it

is ynade up of a number of specific, identifiable skills.
1

i 1.1b1

.

5
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This :debate was launched recently by Robert L Thorndike
(1§73;774), who took the position that reading comprehension is a

unitary ability composed mainly of Verbal reasoning. He based thii

Kea On an analysis of the results of the ;nternatiOnal study on reading

e mpreheosion in which the U.S. and 14 other countries participa-

te ;'the other extreme is Frederick Davis's coricept of reading

comprehension. He concluded from considerable study that com-

=prehension is composed of separate skills and abilities, such asim-

der-standing word meanings, verbal reasoning, getting the main i 'ea,

detecting the author's maod, andlliscerning word meanings in con-

5. 4. text (1971).
.

5 These two theories of reading comprehension can lead to con -

s
idera* different approaches to testing and teaching. If the speci-

5 hcity concept is accepted, then both tests)and instructicfnal materials

will.pay particular attention to the different comprehension skills A

-general concept of reading comprehension will lead to a more

global approach to reading improvement, one that tries to develop

reasoning ability by reading and other means
Within the area of adult literacy, T.G. Sticht (1975) holds a specific

comprehension thenry proposing that reading materials and exer-

cises be devoted to work-specific content rather than to the general

reading materials used in wcondary schools.

Relationship of Reading to Language
Over the decade there has been a growing interest in the rela-

tionship between reading andianguage. The r7st expressions of this

interest appeared in the research of the early 1960s that reported

positive correlations between reading achievement and i'poken and

written language ability for children in grade 4 and above, although

no relationship was found at the earlier grades (Loban, 1963).

The theoretical background or these studies came from lin-

guistic theory, parttcularly Noam Chomsky's transformational gram-

mar. From this theory a set of assumptions began to evolve with re-

gard to how reading skills develop and how they are best learned.

In light of the significant interrelatedness of reading and language,

reading theorists emphasized that language is the primary skill, with

reading skills developing from it. These reading experts accepted

Chomsky's theory that language is innate, and. if reading skills rest

essentially on language, then the ability toread should also develop



,naturally --=i.e., without formal instructi,on. What woul:1 be the Rat-

!oral way of learning to read? Not systematically, so e have pro-

Iposest, for no one learns to speak that way. In ter s of existing

lapproaches to teaching reading, the "natural" metho would most

rese-mbie the language-experience,approach, a met od based on

t j the.pupirs dictating, writing, and then reading his wn stories. It

should be noted that this approach was developed and used con-

I siderably before the modern psycholinguistic theorie Another nat-

ural .method studied by Carol Chomsky (1975) is b sed on spon-

taneous writing and invented spelling.
Kenneth Goodman's model of reading as a "p ycholinguistic

'guessing game" also stems from the linguistic theories of the 1960s.

His miscue analysis (Goodman and Burke, 1969)., a method for ana-

lyzing oral reading errors in linguistic terms.,has b4en used for re-

search onghe relationship between reading and lapguage.

It is significant.that a large proportir of the outstanding disser

tationawards given by the International Reading-Alsociation during

the past 10 years were for research on the relationship between lan-

guage and reading. And at least four recipients of the David Russell

Research Award given"by the National Council of Teachers of Eng-

lish have been active in research on the relationship betweenread-

ing and language, Z.9

Among the significant research in this area hasbeen a study of the

effects of exposure to books on language grbwth and reading

achievement. This exposure includes the extent to which children

are read to read independently (Chomsky, 197,2).A sub'sta'ntial and

significant correlation was fo'und beNteen reading exposure, lan-

guage maturity, and reading achievement. In:further analyses of

what caused what, Carol Chomsky concludedithat the key was the

number of books read to or by the children. particularly those that

were above the child's own level of linguistic maturity, Thus, it would

appear that being read to and reading on one's own Ire major

vehicles for learning the more complex literary language needed for

progress in reading as well as language.
' fit

For clarity and economy. we use the masculine form of pronouns throughout this

fastback when no specific gender is implied While we recognize the trend away from

this practice, we see no gracefol alternative We hope the reader will impute no sexist

motives: certainly no sexism is intended. The Maori
S



Writing a ding , - ,

'the:Positive r o ip between reading and writing was dem-

onstrated in the lo t dinal studies of W. LObari (1963). There is

general agreement that ability to read and ability to write are related,

although there has b n little substantiation for belief in a direct

causal relationship.
The evidence tha does exist seems. to indicate that sentence-

combiningexercises an improve students' ability to write more ma-

ture senteitces(Mellon, 1969). There is some evidence that these

same exercises may result in improvement of reading comprehen-

sion as we I (Stotslcy, 1974).

Adult Lit racy, Post-High School, and College Reading

One of the "growth areas" diUing the decade has been in rearig

improve tent prograins for adults. These include basic literacy pro-,

grams, prIgrams for adults studying to pasi high school equivalency

examinations,, 'programs for men and women in prisons, pro-
,. grams for the armedsrvices, and special reading and writing im-

provement programs4o\high sch'ool students in the lowest third of.

their classes and for college students in open-admissions community

and four-year colleges. These "new" college students, when ad-

mitted as freshmen, rt,ay test as :ow as the seventh- or eighth-grade

`reading level. (Carroll 'iind Chaff, 1975;'Cross, 1976).

. ludg ng from the number of books and papers devoted to adult

readingiprograms and tosi e courses and workshops for the students,

-and for their teachers, inte st in this area of reading is growing. Ac-

cording to Patricia Cr ss, w o has written two tsbOks on the "new"

college student, Beyond the open Door (1971)and Accent on Learn-

ing (1976), these studeiits can and do learn, but it is riot yet known to

what level and by whatlund of instruction they learn best Cross con-

4
&ides, with regarid to 'remedial and develOpmental Pduca tibn :

Remediation should be approached wiih flexibility and open-
mindedness. There is still much that we do not know. We do not even

know which skills develhped to whatlevel are important to academic

survival.... We need to' etermine the kind ar1d level of academicskills

.that are essential to life )n our complicated s ciety, and to try to help

each student accomplis these basics which are probably much less

complicated than we prently assume ... ( toss, 1976, pp. 44, 45).

', . .01"
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i
. Reading and Learning bisalaili ies

During the 1160s a new protessiOnal group
tilled learning dis-

ability specialists joined the readinvpecialists in he diagnosis and

treatmbnt 61 children with reading disabilities. Coming from the

field of special education, they brought a different pproach to digs-

),nosing and treating children with reading disabiliti s..The lab they

used for a reading problem was also different. The called it learn-

ing disability, dyslexia, or special language disabili y.

They defined learning disabilityin terms of th existence of "a

disorder in one or more of the jbasiopsychological.
processes in-

volved in understanding or in ufing language, spoken or written,

Arch disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen,think

speak, read, write, or do mathematical
calculations.... jthe term

does not include children why have learning problems that are prif

madly the result of visual, hearing, or [other] motor handiCaps, of

Mental retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental

cultural, or economic
disadvantage" (Office of Education, Bureau

Education of the Handicapped, Request for PropcAals 77-62, 197t!,

p. 3; Kirk and Kirk, 1970j.
How,rnany children and young people have a reading or learni g

disability? If the criterion of reading disability is'used (a signif irtit

discrepancy between mental age or, grade and reading ac ie,,ve-

ment), then the estimate is about 15% of the population (Natidnal

Advisory Committee, 1969). The estimate drop to 7% when/ the

learning disability label;is used (Myklebust,
1971 ;and to 2% bi-the

definition of some government agencies.

The leardi'nrdisability .s'recialists have brought to the firci of,

reading disability many changes in
diagnosisoreatment, an waysIn

in which the child is viewed. The changes in diagnosis are ainly

i ? 20
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in e use of tests of "underlying psychological abilities" such is

vis I, visu.4;-motor, auditory perception, and otherpsiteholinguistic

abili ies. The remedial treatment may vary, consisting either in mak-

in p the deficits found, in basing instruction primarily on the
strengths, or in a combination of both (Kirk and Kirk, 1971)

In.the eariy,1970s these assumptions began to be challenged, as

. research accumulated w.hich, questioned the effectiveness, of per-
ceptual training for the imfirovement of reading, Ini.teed, there has

been a growing skepticism about both the value of perceptual train-

ing and the importance of visual perception in reading There is new

a new interest among learning diability researchers 5nd practition-
ers itt the direct teaching of the deficient academic skill -i S , read-
ing.-Mofe.f the articles in. the Journal of Learning Disabilities are

concerned va.qh the teaching of reading. There is also a firowing in-

terest in the relationship of difficulrits with languat,e to difficulties in

reading (Chall, 1977a).

These changes, within a little more than 10 years, are reminiscent

of those that occurred during the 1950s. From the ISte forties to the

middle fifties there was a strong consensus among many that the

underlying cause of reading disability was emotional Psychiatrists

were prommenton the diagnosis of reading disability, and psycho-

therapy was a commonly recommended treatment. The assumption

was that,o6,ce the emotional problem was treatedsuccessfully, the
child's reading. woad some along.

By the middle 1956s research reports began to appear indicating

that psychotherapy without remedial reading did not i prove the
chird's.reading. And the consensus began to shift to pr ference for

remedial reading as the more effective treatment. T u aching

reading rather than giving psychotherapy was the way to treat a read-

ins disability.
The existence of the two groups, learning disability and reading

specialists, both of whom may work with children with reading prob-

lems, raises questions about'who should do what and how the work

is to be coordinated.-During the last few years joint meetings have

been held among associations concerned with reading/learning dis-

t abilitythe International Reading AssociatiOn, the Association for
Children with Learning Disability, the 01-ton Society, etc It is their

hope that a consensus will be reached wittif regard to theories on
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tiainingi certification, -nd job responsibilities. This is sorely needed, .

.since in most states learning disability specialists are not required to

have special training in the teaching, diagnosh, and treatment of

reading disabiliks. Yet it is estimated that mgre than 70% of children

recommended for diagnosis of learning disability have reading dis-

ability. If this is so,,then it May well be that the children with the most

severe reading problems may be assigned to those therapists who

have no special training in readirtgthe learning disability special-

- istswhile youngsters with the milder reading problems may be

assigned to reading specialists who have more extensive training in

reading.

22..2j
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Early. Prediction and Intervention

ver the past decade thei e have been a number of developments

in the prediction and prevention of reading and learnffig disabilities
The below-the-surface aspects of reading disability and remediarinn

are being recognized and new predictive measures are-growing out

of current theories of neurophysiological, perceptual, and languzge

devdlopment.
. Most of the prediction tests developed from 1967 to 1977 are in-
dividually administered and .give both a global evaluation of the
child's preparedness for formal seading instruction and a diagnostic

picture of his strengths and weaknesses. These tests have also beer

used to place children in special transition cla,ses betweeri,kinder-

garten and first grade, where the child's weaknesses may be
strengthened before he enters a regular first grade.

Two questions are important here. First, how do the early predic-

tion tests compare with the- older reading readiness tests? Second,

hoW does each fulfill its purpose?
The tests are qu, te similai. Both are composed of language sub-

tests and of tests of early reading skills (knowing the letters, rrtracching

words, etc and of various visual-perceptual (matching forms,
words, and letters), visual-Motor (copying forms and letters), and

auditory - perceptual abilities (hearing rhymes and !words beginning

with the same sound). They also resemble each qth \r in the strength

of their ability to nredict first-grade readinkach'evement. Although
the readiness tests are usually given in small group, and the early pre-

diction tests individually, their multiple correlations are about the

sameabout .6 to .7 (Chall and Hall, 1976).
The tests differ, however, in how the subtest results maybe used

The authors of the newer early predictive tests geneFally encourage

the use of subtest scores for evidence of a student's strengths and
weaknesses that may then be turned into prescriptions for an inter-

" .2 2



ention program. The readiness scores are generally used only for
placemerit of_pupils in classes :r in grouping within a class.

The:designers of the early pi -.dictive measures had great hopes
fOrthe tests' usefulness. Many school systems tested children in kin-
decgarten and even earlier. High-risk children, those predicted to

no special instruction weie given, were placed in transition
classes to. prevent tfieir failure in a regular first grade and to
-strengthen weaknesses.

Atothe end of the decade the concept of,early prediOon and pre-
vention is still strong. But there appear to be, in at lbct one state,
some important charges in implementation. nts have become
uncomfortable with the labels high risk, percept..ally handicapped,
or learning disabled and fear that this labeling might be more harm-
ful to their children than the advantages from the transition class if
a result, fewer transition classes are being formed.

One weakness of both the traditional reading readiness testsand
the nevver predictive tests is their emphasis tan the individual charac-
teristics of the child. It is presumed that the tests measure stable char-
acteristics of the individual. Yet recent research questions this pre-
sumption. It also questions sole reliance on individual characteristics
for predicting reading success. The recent predictive study of
1. Jansky and K. de Hirsch (1972) shows that teachers rated as ade-
quate by their,principals had about half as many students with read-

ing disabilities as did those teachers rated as inadequate Thus, even
when children are predicted to hate early reading failure, the prob-
ability of their failing can be reduced drastically if the teacher is ade-
quate. A high-risk child-could turn out to be a good reader if the
teaching is good.

These findings are similar to the.very early findings of Arthur I.
Gates (1b37), who concluded from studying different kinds of first
grade classroom_ that in optimal classrooms children with mental'
a'es below 6 could achieve v_ki,e11, while in classes witf)itiorcondi-
tions, even-children with mental ages abut e 6 had difficulty. In much
of the recent professional literature and research in reading there is
a growing recognition of the importance of the learning environ-
ment for achievement. The child's achievement depends not only
upon his individual characteristics but uponiAhe interaction between
these and the school environment. A later chapter presents
information on environmentol faitors and reading development.

.
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Testing and Evaluation

0 n heof! t e.most significant ;Jevelopmcnts over the decade has
been the decline in confidence regarding norm-referenced stan-
dardized reading achievement tests.. Criticisms have come from
many soRrces. Some experts claim that the tests are biased against

children from families with low socioeconomic status, minorities,
an bilinguals. Others claim timt the norm-referenced tests and sub-
tests afford only a relative ranking of pupils and f, ye little or no in-
formation on their masteries, strengths, and' deficiencies. Thus
norm-referenceu tests, it is claimed, are useful mainly for selection,
whereas teachers need tests to help t}Sem with instruction.

Paralleling the disillusionment with norm-referenced tests was
the growth in interest io criterion-referenced or mastery tests These
wee developed to overcome some of the shortcomings of norm-
referenced standardized achievement tots. Criterion,referencet;
tests give restts in terms of the masteries and deficiencies in par-
ticular skills.

Citerion-referenced tests for re.ding are available mainly for the
elementary grades. Most of them are coordinated with instructional
materials that serve a prescriptive purpose.

_Questions have been raised about criterion tests and their coor-
dinated materials. Do the separate subtests represent separate skiils
that wandrit Individual evaluation and specialized instructional
materials? Can three or four stems reliably test a particular reading
skill/ Is the information tF ey yield worth the time the tests and their
coordinated practice materials consume? In some schools where a
criterion reading system has been adopted teachers har'b corn-
.plained that with all the testing, checking, and exercising, the chil-
dren have no time for reading books. If this is common in the cri-
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,tenon- referenced reading programs, it is indeed a serious matter, for

it has been agreed, upon by all who study and. aach reading that

mauve reading i3 not possible without the reading of books
Another development in testing was the wider use of "cloze"

procedurethe deletion of every n-th word (5th, 10th, etc ) This

procedure was used for testing reading coniprehension.4br assign-

ing students books of appropriate reading difficulty, and for devel-

oping readability formulas. Cloze tests were also used to teach com-

prehesion, although there seems to be little research evidence of

its effectiveness for this purpose (Almeida, 1975).

In actuality, doze tests have been available sjpce the 1950s, and

the principle has been known even longer. Before 1950 they were

called completion tests. Yet their wide use In testing, readability

measurement, and instruction has developed mainly in the past

'decade.
Still another significant innovation of the decade as the estab-

lishment of nationwide assessment by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress. For the firsttime, reading was regular;y tested

on a nationwide basis. By the end' of the decade there had been
several retests of reacitmilspermit comparisons over time. A recent

Lescirt---nutes "igitFitirtf.igradees were performing better than
fourth-graders of fot'ir .y ears earlier. Another report based on various

surveys found ,that in the Mien /now tudies, the "now" children
achieved higher in grades 1, 2, 3. ante 4 (Harnischfeger and Wiley,

1976).
'Roger Farr et d. (1974) also found higher reading achievement

for the elementary school chiklten of today. In th'eupper grades the
compansons did not lead to a clear advantage for either the present

or earlier group of children. However, there were some signs of a

decline among the current groups in the %higher grades.

It appears that more data are being collected on the reading'
achievement of children and adults than ever before and that more

comparisons are being made as well. Closely related to the evalua-

tion of reaping is the reported cons:.,tent decline in SAr(Schoiasiic
Achievement Testi scores, and particularly in the verbal scores, over

the past 12 years. Tne verbal SAT test may be viewed as a kind of high-

level reading test. It could be hypothesized, then, st the decline in

scores illestrates a decline of high-level reading ability among at least

the college-bound high school population Who take the SAT In-
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-deed, a recent study (Chan, 1977b)
,
qf the relationship between.the

,degree of challenge erthe to 'books used and the SATs :ores of stu
dents using the textbooks suggests a relatioh.hip between the two
Sivdents expoied to the more challenging to 'books in their ele
mentary. and high school rears achieved." Nigher 'AT scores
Those who were exposed to less challenging textbooks I-ad lower.
SAT scores. These findings indicate the need fur systematic study of

,, the optimal level of challenge ui text ooks.
.

. .
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Readabilit? Measurement
D
Meadablyty measurement, dne of the oldest and most stable areas

of reading research and one that has resulted in toolsfor selecting

and developing textbooks.and other instructional materials, has also

. undergone important changes. A major influence during The late

1960s came from the theoretical insights of transformational gram-

mar. Thus much of the readability, research at that'time was con-

cerned, with the search for syntactic factors suggested by transfor-

' Mational grammar. Another change during the decade was the use

of camputers for constructing new readability formulas and also for

testing readability (Mare, 1974-75). Still another change was the use

u: doze tests instead of multiple-choice questions for testing reading

difficulty in-the development of readability formulas.
What has been the outcome of these efforts? Generally, it ap-

pears that the pursuit of new, more complex syntactic factors not

succeed in-producing the more accurate readability measures e that

were sought. Although protoppe formulas showed great promise,

the syntactic factors were too complex to be used reliably in a read-

ability formula (Bormuth,1968). Indeed, there appears to be a return

to the older readability formulas that put the heaviest weight on, vo-

cabulary difficulty, with secondary,emphasis on syntactic difficulty as

Measured by.,average sentence length.
Several attempts Floe been made during the period to shorten

the time for applying the readability formulas. One was Edward B.

Fry's readability graph, which eliminates some computational steps

(1968). There have been specialized' formulas such as the Porter-

Popp (1975) for measuring the readability of trade books for chil-

dren in the primary grades. There has also been a revision of the

Spache formula "(1974). While the basic factors remained the same,
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more current materials used for standardization resulted in a re-
vised forMula that gives a lower grade level than the original Spache
_formula to the same material. It would appear that the reading pro-

: grarns,of the 1967-77 decade were more challengini.in vocabulary
and sentence length for the same grade levels than the materials for

the original Spache formula published in 1953.
Still another trend of the period was a return toe chniques

for mpasuring readability. scaling and the comparison of elections
to. scaled passages of increasing difficulty (Singer, 1975, Carver,
1975 -76; Chall, Bissex, Conan', and Harris, 1977r. While the Singer
and Carver scales use selection:- of mixed content, those of Chan et
al. use separate scales for literature,,social studies, and science.

Each of these scales was developed independently Of even
greater interest, each was motivated by the objective of making

readability measurement simpler and less time-consuming than the
traditional formulas, particularly for the classroom teacher

A number of new word lists were published during the period
the American Heritage Word Frequency Book by John B. Carroll et
al. (1972) and the long-awaited Living Word Vocabulary by Edgar
Dale and Joseph O'Rourke (1976). The Dale-O'Rourke list is based
on,tests of children's knowledge of particular words, while the
Carroll list is based on frequency in print. Both word books will be
extremely useful to those responsible for developing, assessing, and
selecting curricula and instructional materials.

The decade was characterized by intense interest in readability
measurement and particularly in its applications to writing, editing
and selection of instructional materials for the elementary grades,

high school, and college.
Why such strong interest? The most likely hypothesis is that con-

cern for readability increases with increased variation in reading
ability among those who are required to read given materials, Thus,
the greater interest in readability of high school and college books
and armed services manuals, for instance, probably reflects the wide
range in reading ability among people who read those books

It would be well to sound a note of caution about the use of read-
ability formulas for effecting an optimj match between the boor _
and the readers for whom they are intended. It sht, be noted that

none of the objective readability meas., -es tells how difficult read-
material should be. Readability formulas seem to have linen used
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Mainly to write, edit, and select easier books.A recent s udy of text -

-books in relation to &dining SAT scores would sugg st that text-

rboolcs-that are too easy may be detrimental to the dev lopment of

high -level reading and
interpretation skills. The concern should go,

it seems, not only to books that may be too difficult but to those that

maybe too easy. Of even greater importance is that w study what

constitutes optimal challenge at all levels and for stud nts of vary-

ing abilities (Chall, 19774
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Environmental Factors
Related to:Reading Development

The Coleman report (1966), published just a year before the decade

we are examining, was one of the first large-scale studies to find fam-

ily background more highly related to reading achievement than are

school characteristics. These results were confirmed in 1973 by the

IEA Study of Reading Comprehension in 15 countries. Indeed, this
relationship was found ivithin and between countries. The more de-

veloped nations had considerably higher reading achievement
levels-than the developing nations at all age levels tested Within
countries, the children of more-.affluent families achieved signifi-
cantly better than the childreR of the less affluent.

in these studies variation in schoolsand teachers did not seem to

have a strong impact, although there was some evidence that they

had some influence, particularly on the lower achievers. The
Coleman report found that students of more able teachers'achieved

higher on the verbal tests, and the effects seemed to be greater for

pupils of minority status. Thus schools and teachers seemed to make

some difference, and the difference seemed to be greater among
tfitse students who needed it most (Coleman, 1966),

An earlier, more limited study (Chall and Feldmann, 1966) found

in an intensive study of 12 first-grade classes that the teachers did

make a difference in the reading, achievement of first-grade chil-

dren. Among the factors significantly related high achievement

were general excellence of teaching, a thinking approach to learn-

ing, a code emphasis in reading, and instruction on an appropriate

level of difficulty.
The lEA international study also found that in some c91intries,

and for certain grades, such factors as a library corner in the class-
,
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room And teachers who Were members of professional associations

were correlated positively with reading achievement.
In spite of these signs of the importance of school factors, there

was a general sense of pessimism about the influence of selools,on
general achievement and on reading achievement during'the early
1970s. This attitude was intensified by Christopher Jenck's report,
Inequality (1972), which fouiai few if any significant effects of school.
ing on achievement, job success, and earning power.

The middle 1970s brought a renewed focus on the effectt of the
school environmentthe curriculum, classrd6m and school organi-
zation, and teacher characteristics.

A study of the effects of different follow:through programs on
achievement in reading, arithmetic, problem solving, and creativity
at the end of grade 3 found that the more structured programsthat
is, those that taught reading directly, systematically, and provided
the time for practiceproduced significantly higher reading
achievement (Stallings, 1975).

Similar results were found recently in England. A study of the ef-
fects ofteaching style on reading achievement concluded that "thy
effect of teaching style is statistically and educationally significant in
all attainment areas tested. In reading, pupils of formal and mixed
teachers progress moire than those of informal teachers, the differ-
ence being equivalent to some three five months' difference in
performance" (Bennett, 197& p. 152).

Benjamin Bloom 0976) summarizes the effects of various en-
vironmental factorsteachers, teaching style, aspects of the curricu-
lum, etc.on reading and other school achievements. Overall, strik-
ing evidence is presented concerning the importance of the school.

The decade began with a very strong emphasis on the potency of
home background. 'Ac finish the de( ade with renewal of faith in the
school.
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Conclusion

This has indeed been a decade of change". Within 10 years or less

the conventional wisdom on the most Laic issues reversed itself The

reversal was found in research findiAgs, in research summaries, and

also in practice,--in changes in the curriculum, in instructional mate-

rials, and in the materials used for educating teachers in the leaching

of reading.
The decade can be characterized by a strong social conscience

for improving the reading ability 'of all peopleparticularly those
who have not achieved as well as they should. Many governmental

agencies have been involved in reading improvement.
Paralleling this growth was a growth in professional organizations

devoted to the improvement of kading and to the prevention and

treatment of reading disabilities.
Growth in the science of reading was also great. Scientists from

many disciplinespsychology, linguistics, computer sciences, and
neurologyjoined the reading specialists and educa' anal psychol-

ogists in studies of the reading process. the relationship of language

to reading, the causes of severe reading disabilities, etc. The effects

of this research on practice are not`fully known as yet, Some of the

research had almost immediate application and use Some, it seems,

may have been useful in confirming what good teachers already
knew and were praQlcing. Altogether, the higher scores in reading,

particularly for students in the lower grades, would seem to indicate

that reading research contributed to these gains. The great abun-

dance 14f research sometimes made the practitioner feel over-
whelmed and left out. As the decade moved on, there was a greater

collaboration among the different scientists and a general improve-

ment in the relevance of the researc h for theories of reading and for

practice.
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The changes in the donsen'ius undamentaNssues of how,

en, ancrwhere to start teaching t e hild to read were consider-
a le. And these changc4 seem totlaveb en supported by research It

iso, be hoped that current proposals return to positions prevalent

b$fore the decade are accompapie' y appropriate research evi-

dince.
r, Interest in research and develppm nt.of programs for reading at

rnpre mature levels, and in ci Orion a d mastery tests, will no doubt.
jai-ease forfors me time to come. At the end of the decade, among the

mpst promising trends from research nd practice is the recognition
,,.,oft'ithe power of optimal school emir nments for the impror-nent

:ofreading achievement, particulArly or those disposed to failure
Itie research evidence is beginning to aEcumulate that schools,
;
tgachers, textbooks, and the addiOn !help given pupils when they

need it are (rum; in the progreSs,Lbilt epn make. Indeed, the differ-
' epce between optimul and poor syloidtl conditions may be the dif-

ference between pupils who succeecqnd pupils who fail
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